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The Beaumont Series (Books 1-3)
2017-10

forever my girl a novel about rock star liam page who through tragic
circumstances is given a second chance at righting the wrongs he made when he
left the one who owned his heart a story of redemption forgiveness and never
forgetting your one true love one night with harrison a novella that introduces
us to a young harrison james and what happens when a meet and greet with some
fans turns into something far bigger than he ever anticipated my unexpected
forever a novel that finds two families torn apart for different reasons one is
dealing with heartache and loss the other is trying to find acceptance join
them in this story as they come together against all the odds to find the
happiness they deserve finding my forever a novel which tells the true meaning
of love sacrifice trust devotion and taking chances all play keys roles in this
story of how two people come together while dealing with a threat that could
ruin their lives forever

The Beaumont Series Coloring Book
2016-11-12

experience heidi mclaughlin s bestselling series in a whole new way color pages
for your favorite books quotes series and characters take an art inspired
journey through the beaumont series

Without Due Process
2009-10-13

a spellbinding story of lies betrayal and multiple murder featuring seattle
detective j p beaumont what kind of monster would break into a man s home at
night then slaughter him and his family the fact that the dead man was a model
cop who was loved and respected by all only intensifies the horror but the
killer missed someone a five year old boy who was hiding in the closet now word
is being leaked out that the victim was dirty but seattle p d homicide
detective j p beaumont isn t about to let anyone drag a murdered friend s
reputation through the muck and he ll put his own life on the firing line on
the gang ruled streets to save a terrified child who knows too much to live

Payment in Kind
2009-10-13

it looks like a classic crime of passion to detective j p beaumont two corpses
found lovingly entwined in a broom closet of the seattle school district
building the prime suspect pete kelsey admits his slain spouse was no novice at
adultery yet he swears he had nothing to do with the brutal deaths of the
errant school official and her clergyman turned security guard companion beau
believes him but there s something the much sinned upon widower s not telling
and that spells serious trouble still to come because the secret pete s
protecting is even hotter than extra marital sex and it could prove more lethal
than murder

Sins of the Fathers
2019-09-24

seattle investigator j p beaumont is drawn into an intriguing and shockingly
personal case in this superb tale of suspense from new york times bestselling
author j a jance former seattle homicide cop j p beaumont is learning to enjoy
the new realities of retirementdoing morning crossword puzzles by a roaring
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fireplace playing frisbee with his new dog having quiet lunches with his still
working wife but then his pastcomes calling when a long ago acquaintance alan
dale shows up on beaus doorstep with a newborn infant in hand and asking for
help locating his missing daughter beau finds himself faced with an
investigation that will turn his own life upside down by dragging hisnone too
stellar past onto a roller coaster ride that may well derail his serene present
it turns out that even in retirement murder is still the name of j p beaumonts
game

My Everything
2013-07

from usa bestselling novel forever my girl comes a beaumont series novella when
nick ashford lost his friend mason he didn t realize he was going to lose his
family as well but that s exactly what happened alone and in a foreign country
nick is working on rebuilding his life one patient at a time that is until a
striking volunteer makes her presence known can nick finish his year in africa
without risking his heart being broken again or is he willing to start a new
chapter in his life before his return to beaumont

Dance of the Bones
2015-09-08

j p beaumont and brandon walker two of new york times bestselling author j a
jance s most acclaimed series characters join forces for the first time in one
of the most suspenseful works of her career years ago amos warren a prospector
was gunned down out in the desert and sheriff brandon walker made the arrest in
the case now the retired walker is called in when the alleged killer john
lassiter refuses to accept a plea deal that would release him from prison with
time served lassiter wants brandon and the last chance to find amos s real
killer and clear his name sixteen hundred miles to the north in seattle j p
beaumont is at loose ends after the special homicide investigation team
affectionately known as s h i t has been unexpectedly and completely disbanded
when brandon discovers that there are links between lassiter s case and an
unsolved case in seattle he comes to beau for help those two cases suddenly
become hot when two young boys from the reservation one of them with close ties
to the walker family go missing can two seasoned cops working together decipher
the missing pieces in time to keep them alive

My Kind of Forever
2018-06-29

liam page knows music and a life of solitude but that all changed when he
returned to beaumont the once notorious bad boy lead singer of 4225 west is now
living the domesticated life with his wife and high school sweetheart josie and
their son noah life is good for the westbury family josie westbury loves
everything about her life she s happily married she has a successful business
and a son who keeps her active the only thing she longs for is another child
torn between his love for music and his love for his family liam finds he s
needed back in los angeles and the place where it all began josie is
apprehensive but knows this is what s best for liam and the bands career
however it doesn t take long for her biggest fears to start coming true liam
and josie s story continues in this last installment of the beaumont series

Stand Down
2015-07-21

an e original novella from new york times bestselling author j a jance life has
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shifted for j p beaumont after a tragic accident that devastated and ultimately
disbanded his special homicide investigation team he accepts that he has left
homicide detection behind at this point but he has a lot of unanticipated free
time on his hands he s keeping busy with renovations on the new house that he
and his wife mel soames the newly appointed chief of police in bellingham
washington have bought but new fixtures and paint palettes can occupy only so
much of beau s daily life and mel is encouraging him to return to where he is
needed investigating crimes in the meantime she is struggling to gain control
of her new situation cast into a department where some are welcoming and some
are not it s been a few months and the tension in the police department is
rising but beau realizes mel has to tackle things in her own way so he refrains
from advising but when beau shows up one afternoon to survey the construction
at their new house and finds mel s car there but no sign of her his
investigative instincts kick in suddenly he s back in the game except this time
his heart is on the line as well as his professional dignity

Still Dead
2017-08-08

an e original novella from new york times bestselling author j a jance
featuring a sneak peek of the next j p beaumont novel proof of life since the
disbanding of the special homicide investigation team j p beaumont s biggest
concern is pondering whether he and his wife mel should finally get a dog but
one voicemail from his old friend ralph ames is about to change that through
ralph beau has become involved in an organization called the last chance which
enlists a number of retired homicide investigators to tackle long unsolved cold
cases the one that has just landed on beau s plate is a thirty year old missing
persons case the facts are muddy at best janice marie harrison s car was found
abandoned near a bridge and scratched in the dirt nearby was the word sorry it
s possible her death was a suicide but her body was never found and as beau
begins to investigate he discovers that no one connected to janice not her once
all star football player widower anders not her long grieving sister estelle
not sheriff gavin loper who was deputy sheriff at the time of janice s
disappearance and not anders s second wife betsy is exactly what they seem the
question is which of them knows the truth and why have they kept it buried

Nothing to Lose
2022-02-22

the newest thrilling beaumont suspense novel from new york times bestselling
author j a jance in which beaumont is approached by a visitor from the past and
finds himself drawn into a missing person s case where danger is lurking and
family secrets are exposed years ago when he was a homicide detective with the
seattle pd j p beaumont s partner sue danielson was murdered volatile and angry
danielson s ex husband came after her in her home and with nowhere else to turn
jared sue s teenage son frantically called beau for help as beau rushed to the
scene he urged jared to grab his younger brother and flee the house in the end
beaumont s plea and jared s quick action saved the two boys from their father s
murderous rage now almost twenty years later jared reappears in beau s life
seeking his help once again his younger brother chris is missing still haunted
by the events of that tragic night beau doesn t hesitate to take on the case
following a lead all the way to the wilds of wintertime alaska he encounters a
tangled web of family secrets in which a killer with nothing to lose is waiting
to take another life

Injustice for All
2009-12-29

it was a scene right out of a hollywood slasher movie a beautiful woman s
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terrified screams piercing the air a dead body sprawled at her feet blood
staining the pristine sands of a washington beach but the blood is real and the
victim won t be rising when a director yells cut in one horrific instant a
homicide detective s well earned holiday has become a waking nightmare suddenly
a lethal brew of passion madness and politics threatens to do more than poison
j p beaumont s sleep it s dragging the dedicated seattle cop into the path of a
killer whose dark hunger is rapidly becoming an obsession

A More Perfect Union
1988-11-01

detective j p beaumont uncovers kickbacks and bribes in a seattle ironworker s
union but his investigation may be curtailed by a long walk off a short i beam

Proof of Life
2017-09-05

j p beaumont s latest investigation strikes too close to home in this riveting
mystery from new york times bestselling author j a jance be careful what you
wish for before he retired j p beaumont had looked forward to having his days
all to himself but too much free time doesn t suit a man used to brushing close
to danger when his longtime nemesis retired seattle crime reporter maxwell cole
dies in what s officially deemed to be an accidental fire beau is astonished to
be dragged into the investigation at the request of none other than the
deceased victim himself in the process beau learns that just because a long ago
case was solved doesn t mean it s over caught up in a situation where old
actions and grudges can hold dangerous consequences in the present beau is
forced to operate outside the familiar world of law enforcement while seeking
justice for his frenemy and healing for a long fractured family he comes face
to face with an implacable enemy who has spent decades hiding in plain sight

Second Watch
2013-09-10

with second watch new york times bestselling author j a jance delivers another
thought provoking novel of suspense starring seattle investigator j p beaumont
second watch shows beaumont taking some time off to get knee replacement
surgery but instead of taking his mind off work the operation plunges him into
one of the most perplexing mysteries he s ever faced his past collides with his
present in this complex and thrilling story that explores loss and heartbreak
duty and honor and most importantly the staggering cost of war and the debts we
owe those who served in the vietnam war and those in uniform today

Breach of Duty
2009-10-13

for the first time as a premium edition a reissue of the fourteenth j p
beaumont novel by new york times bestselling author j a jance

Forever Mason
2021-12-27

mason powell best friend boyfriend husband father he s the young man you know
but have never met he s the man who chose love over friendship he s the man who
would do anything for his family and friends he s the man who stepped up when
someone wasn t there he s the man who has a story to tell be there when mason
tells his life story be there when mason falls in love with katelyn be there
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when mason makes the fateful decision that ends his friendship with liam
westbury be there when his life changes forever be there when

Improbable Cause
2009-10-13

perhaps it was fitting justice a dentist who enjoyed inflicting pain was
murdered in his own chair the question is not who wanted dr frederick nielsen
dead but rather who of the many finally reached the breaking point the sordid
details of this case with its shocking revelations of violence cruelty and
horrific sexual abuse would be tough for any investigator to stomach but for
seattle homicide detective j p beaumont the most damning piece of the murderous
puzzle will shake him to his very core because what will be revealed to him is
nothing less than the true meaning of unrepentant evil

Minor in Possession
2009-10-13

a gripping story of buried truths deceit and sudden brutal death from the new
york times bestselling author of long time gone all manner of sinners and
sufferers come to the rehab ranch in arizona when they hit rock bottom for
seattle detective j p beaumont there is a deeper level of hell here being
forced to room with teenage drug dealer joey rothman an all around punk joey
deserves neither pity nor tears until he is murdered by a bullet fired from
beaumont s gun someone has set beau up brilliantly for a long and terrifying
fall dragging the alcoholic ex cop into a conspiracy of blood and lies that
could cost him his freedom and his life

Name Withheld
2011-12-27

an explosive novel of betrayal and blood vengeance featuring seattle detective
j p beaumont from the new york times bestselling author of betrayal of trust
there are those who don t deserve to live and the corpse floating in elliott
bay may have been one of those people not surprisingly many individuals too
many in fact are eager to take responsibility for the brutal slaying of the
hated biotech executive whose alleged crimes ranged from the illegal trading of
industrial secrets to rape for seattle detective j p beaumont who s drowning in
his own life shattering problems a case of seemingly justifiable homicide has
sinister undertones drawing the haunted policeman into a corporate nightmare
world of double deals savage jealousies and real blood spilled far too easily
as it leads him closer to a killer he s not sure he wants to find

Until Proven Guilty
2009-10-13

any story by jance is a joy chattanooga times now fans of the enormously
popular sheriff joanna brady suspense series by j a jance can discover another
side to the acclaimed new york times bestselling author until proven guilty a
riveting tale of the very worst kind of murder marks the debut of seattle
homicide detective j p beaumont this premium plus edition of until proven
guilty the classic novel that put the incomparable jance on the crime fiction
map indisputably proves that she truly belongs in the elite company of sue
grafton and patricia cornwell flint journal
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Lying in Wait
2009-10-13

an electrifying story of vengeance and the sins of a nightmarish past featuring
seattle detective j p beaumont the sky above puget sound blazes orange as a
burning fishing boat fills the air with acrid smoke and the sickening odor of
charred flesh the terrible death of a seattle fisherman has raised more
questions than answers opening a pandora s box of evil that was kept tightly
closed for more than half a century now a dark cloud is descending over the
dead man s frightened widow and she must turn for help to an old friend
detective j p beaumont the one man who can free her from a web of murderous
greed and oppressive terror but the secrets that hold else didricksen prisoner
are about to ensnare beaumont as well in ways he never dreamed possible

A More Perfect Union
2009-10-13

a shattering tale of corruption and homicide featuring seattle detective j p
beaumont a shocking photo screamed from the front pages of the tabloids the
last moments of a life captured for all the world to see the look of sheer
terror eternally frozen on the face of the doomed woman indicated that her
fatal fall from an upper story of an unfinished seattle skyscraper was no
desperate suicide and that look will forever haunt homicide detective j p
beaumont but his hunt for answers and justice is leading to more death and to
dark and terrible secrets scrupulously guarded by men of steel behind the
locked doors of a powerful union that extracts its dues payments in blood

Failure to Appear
2011-12-27

a shattering tale of tragedy and terror featuring seattle detective j p
beaumont from the new york times bestselling author of betrayal of trust a
desperate father s search for his runaway daughter has led him to the last
place he ever expected to find her backstage at the oregon shakespeare festival
but the murders in this dazzling world of make believe are no mere stagecraft
and the blood is all too real the hunt for his child has plunged former seattle
homicide detective j p beaumont into a bone chilling drama of revenge greed and
butchery where innocents are made to suffer in perverse and terrible ways and
many more young lives are at stake unless he can uncover the villain of the
piece before the final deadly curtain falls

フリーファイア
2013-06-14

マイクル コナリー絶賛 新鮮で 魅力的で 新たな分野を開拓した 息もつかせぬ冒険へと読者を引きずりこむ ニューヨーク タイムズ ブック レビューほか バッファ
ローも即死する熱泉 法律の抜け穴がある州境 環境保護団体の過激活動 矮小な人間たちと大自然のダイナミズムが生み出す超一級必読ミステリー

The Beaumont Twins
2008-11-13

this book combines a study of waleran of meulan and robert of leicester with an
exploration of the exercise of power in twelfth century normandy and england

Proof of Life
2017-09-05
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new york times bestselling author j a jance brings her two best loved series
characters together as beaumont and brady investigate a pair of cases that
cross state lines

Fire and Ice
2010-10-28

at first glance what happens on the video appears to be a childish game a
teenage girl with dark wavy hair smiles for the camera a blue scarf tied around
her neck then things turn dark and gruesome and the girl ends up dead when a
snuff film is discovered on a cell phone belonging to the governor of
washington state s grandson a boy with a troubled background who swears he
doesn t know the victim the governor turns to an old friend j p beaumont for
help of the many horrors the seattle private investigator has witnessed over
the years this one ranks near the top especially since the crime s multiple
perpetrators might well be minors but this case of an apparent juvenile prank
gone hideously wrong has deeper more startling implications leading beau and
mel soames his partner in life and work down a twisted path of corruption and
lies that must be exposed before more young lives are obliterated

Betrayal of Trust
2012-04-24

for the first time critically acclaimed new york times bestselling suspense
master j a jance brings together her two most beloved creations arizona sheriff
joanna brady and seattle investigator j p beaumont the dead woman on a cold
slab in the arizona morgue was a talented artist recently arrived from the west
coast the washington state attorney general s office thinks this investigation
is too big for a small town female law officer to handle so they re sending
sheriff joanna brady some unwanted help a seasoned detective named beaumont
sheriff brady resents his intrusion and bisbee arizona with its ghosts and
memories is the last place j p beaumont wants to be but the twisting desert
road they must reluctantly travel together is leading them into a very deadly
nest of rattlers and if they hope to survive suddenly trust is the only option
they have left

Partner in Crime
2009-10-13

i was never supposed to be a rock star i had my life all planned out for me
play football in college go to the nfl marry my high school sweetheart and live
happily ever after i broke both our hearts that day when i told her i was
leaving i was young i made the right decision for me but the wrong decision for
us i ve poured my soul into my music but i ve never forgotten her her smell her
smile and now i m going back after ten years i hope i can explain that after
all this time i still want her to be my forever girl

Forever My Girl
2017-10-11

liam page thought fame and fortune would be enough when tragedy hits he returns
home to face the consequences his past

Forever My Girl
2017-06-16

the billionaire s sham girlfriend gregor beaumont is in a world of hurt that
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all the charm in his gorgeous well toned body can t fix his late grandfather
god rest his soul wanted to make sure gregor and his two playboy brothers
settle down he had the brilliant idea of buying up a huge share of the brothers
engine company and using that as incentive for each brother to find mrs right
settle down or lose the company to a competitor well that s just not happening
to gregor not when life s so good at the moment gregor likes racing fast cars
and seducing fast women and not necessarily in that order settle down not a
chance gregor has his own brilliant idea find some wholesome and desperate girl
to pretend to be his girlfriend no harm no foul unless things start getting a
little bit too real kara alerby knows she s a sucker for blues eyes and a great
smile so when gregor comes into her theater wanting to hire her to act the part
of his adoring girlfriend she s already got her defenses on high alert but kara
s a practical girl and gregor s offering a boatload of money that would go a
long way toward making her dream a reality all she has to do is remind herself
every second of every day they re together that it s all make believe even when
it doesn t always feel that way the billionaire s false fiancée jess green has
had to fight for everything she has when she sees her future about to slide
into an abyss thanks to an offhand comment made by her sexy but oblivious boss
alistair beaumont she decides to take things into her own hands everyone in the
financial world knows the beaumont brothers need to settle down else the
company that jess depends upon will go under so when alistair is overheard
discussing his disbelief in love and marriage the company stock price plunges
when alistair suffers a bout of amnesia on a skiing trip jess sees a way to
save the company and decides to tell him one teeny tiny lie she s his fiancé
alistair loves one thing and one thing only his freedom and certainly not the
girl he finds in his bed claiming to be his future wife amnesia or not
something s not right sure she s got that girl next door sexiness about her and
his attraction to her is powerful but deep in his gut he s rebelling against
the idea of being tied down snowed in and isolated from the world in an
exclusive lodge alistair begins to believe they are a couple and he actually
finds himself falling in love but when alistair gets his memories back will he
choose to stay with jess who he can t get out of his mind or out of his heart
or will he choose to take back the freedom he s always craved the billionaire s
last chance conall beaumont ceo and coo of b3 motors was just about to propose
to the woman of his dreams when it all went south turns out the lady had a
habit of killing her husbands so conall will have to look elsewhere if he wants
to find a wife it just so happens that the stunningly beautiful woman who
witnessed his humiliation is the daughter of the lawyer who s executing his
grandfather s will a will conall would do just about anything to get his hands
on in order to save his company and the livelihoods of the people who work for
him if putting his hands on a beautiful woman will get him closer to that goal
then he s game besides there s something about bernadette rowland that has him
thinking she could be more than just a pawn in his grandfather s game
bernadette wasn t looking for a man but when conall inserted himself into her
life she didn t put up much of a struggle he s sexy and smart and seems
genuinely interested in her work as a wolf researcher bernadette can t resist
his charm and before long she s swept up into his world but just when she
thinks she s found someone who could be her mate for life she discovers the
real reason he s been piling on the charm and their perfect romance crumbles

Utilization of the Waters of the Beaumont Plains and
San Jacinto Basin, California
1941

new york times and usa today bestselling authors heidi mclaughlin and l p dover
come together for a sexy new series that delivers romance for every season when
everyone is hidden behind a mask anything can happen party planner ensley
anderson is making a name for herself as charlotte s number one event
coordinator her specialty being masquerade balls now she s been given the honor
of orchestrating the annual 95 1 the edge halloween party little does she know
owen jameson is behind her hiring at the last ball she hosted he met a
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ravishing beauty and spent a glorious night tangled in silky sheets with her
while her mask stayed on nothing else did now he s determined to find his
mysterious lover ensley thought she could put the one night she got swept up in
the spellbinding intrigue of her own event behind her until he walked in she
would know those eyes anywhere both want more than cloaked love but how do they
bring reality into their alluringly enigmatic fantasy hide who you are and
discover what you want

The Beaumont Brothers
2024-03-07

new york times and usa today bestselling authors heidi mclaughlin and l p dover
come together for a sexy new series that delivers romance for every season tee
up for the long drive it s golf season after winning the u s open greyson
jennings couldn t help but take playful jabs at the expense of his prime
competition bryan nelson his snarky claims during the press junction may have
burned off like fog on the green if a week later they hadn t found themselves
at the same golf resort hungry for a little payback bryan challenges greyson to
a grudge match grey and his best friend versus bryan and his sister leah turns
out leah is a ringer with a swing and curves that turn grey s thoughts to a
hole in one of another kind unfortunately leah s opinion of him has been formed
by the many stories bryan has shared that may hurt this golfer s handicap but
he s nowhere near ready to give up it s game on as leah agrees to meet grey on
the green and go head to head with the hole as the goal can greyson prove there
s more to him than an impressive club and a carefully crafted bad boy persona
or will the sting of leah s rejection leave him in need of some alone time and
a good ball washer

A Date for the Masquerade
2024-03-07

new york times and usa today bestselling authors heidi mclaughlin and l p dover
come together for a sexy new series that delivers romance for every season for
brielle armstrong the pomp and circumstance of the days leading up to the
kentucky derby are truly the most thrilling time of the year press junkets
designer gowns everyone schmoozing her in hopes of getting in her daddy s good
graces what s not to love but this year her heart is racing with anticipation
to see colby hensley as a former trainer of her family s champion horses his
rugged sex appeal has always filled brielle s mind with naughty thoughts of a
little barebacked fun even though colby walked away from their farm her father
butch would never approve of him but what daddy doesn t know can t hurt him if
their secret comes out it could cost brielle everything still what fun is life
if you don t ride it at a gallop grab your riding crop and place your bets it s
derby day

A Date to Play Fore
2024-03-07

even though she s living her life long dream and dancing on broadway the city
is a lonely place for yvie james the holidays are both her favorite time of the
year and the worst a last minute decision puts yvie in beaumont to spend time
with her family alexander knight is new to beaumont but he s making the best of
it his dream of running a successful business is within his grasp and xander
has a dedicated client base most trainers vie for on the surface xander is
happy but he works long hours for nothing more than to avoid going home to an
empty house thrown together for christmas shopping holiday gatherings with
friends and family and a special anniversary party yvie and xander find
themselves seeking solace in each other for an unforgettable romantic winter
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A Date for the Derby
2015-01-23

from the new york times bestselling author of forever my girl the motion
picture heidi mclaughlin delivers a beautifully emotional taboo age gap romance
ryan stone is a less than average teenager he doesn t have fancy clothes he
doesn t carry around the latest smartphone and he definitely doesn t have an
mp3 player instead he goes to school does his chores and dreams of a new life
away from brookfield where he s expected to follow in his blue collar family s
footsteps hadley carter is america s pop princess a successful recording artist
living her dream with a sold out tour and a handful of grammy s there isn t
much that she wants for except love but finding love on the road is near
impossible when all she longs for are romantic dinners a nighttime stroll on
the beach and holding hands with someone who isn t going to exploit her when a
chance encounter introduces ryan to hadley will he be like her adoring fans
looking for a way in or will it be hadley who pursues ryan even though it might
cost her the only career she s known lost in you is a story about following
your dreams taking risks and getting lost in love lost in you series lost in
you lost in us third base home run grand slam hawk this book will resonate with
people looking to read small town romance feel good romance contemporary
romance romantic comedy series romantic comedy series racy sexy heartwarming
heart warming romance family love love books kissing books emotional journey
contemporary contemporary romance romance series long series taboo romance age
gap romance long romance series sassy captivating romance hot hot romance
forbidden love sparks loyalty swoon beach romance books for summer books for
the beach beach series sweetbriar seaside love in bloom alpha heroes funny
romance laugh romance modern romance forever my girl new york times usa today
usa today bestseller smart romance something funny to read billionaire
billionaire romance love story millionaire wealthy heroes happily ever after
happy ending lighthearted romance light romance hot romance romance for adults
contemporary romance funny romance funny romance new swoonworthy romance series
romance series romance books beach reads new adult small town funny female
stories sensual sensual romance alpha male dominant male hot guy fun summer
reads love and friendship new romance series hot romance series new small town
series beach reads new beach read free beach house book free beach romance free
summer romance free vacation romance free summer book steamy romance romance
series family romance big family friend romance friends to lovers contemporary
crush love story romance love new adult romance billionaire romance
contemporary romance and sex romance billionaire series friendship musician
romance music romance perfect for fans of colleen hoover nicholas sparks maya
banks penelope sky kendall ryan kennedy fox lexi blake carrie ann ryan lani
lynn vale chelle bliss sarina bowen penelope ward nora roberts marie force
melissa foster kristen proby devney perry susan stoker tessa bailey jana aston
sally thorne christina lauren kristan higgins elle kennedy anna todd debbie
macomber robyn carr julia kent sylvia day k a linde catherine cowles jill
shalvis j daniels jessica hawkins rachel vandyken jodi ellen malpas natasha
madison emily henry kylie scott kennedy ryan

12 Days of Forever
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profoundly touching from the first page to the last i found myself enthralled
in the story beautifully wounded is an inspiring book filled with hope and
healing i m really looking forward to reading the next book in this series the
kindle book review lena and jackson s story is sweet emotional and a truly
enjoyable read literal addiction sometimes the only way to salvation is to take
a leap of faith jackson beaumont prides himself on being a nature loving guitar
strumming carefree sort of guy when the mysterious lena benton walks into his
bar looking scared and defeated it s not something he can ignore he s
immediately consumed by concern for her and driven by his desire to help she s
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just so beautiful so wounded after being shuffled from one foster home to
another growing up lena benton dreamt of finding her prince charming when the
captivating troy harington sweeps her off her feet shortly after high school
graduation she s certain she s found her happiness unfortunately troy s true
colors surface shortly after their marriage and things turn ugly lena only has
one choice she has to leave him she has to run lena s escape has brought her to
jackson and he clearly wants to be there for her but can she trust anyone again
after what she s gone through and will jackson be able to help her heal without
losing his heart beautifully used sex with no strings that s the way brodie
beaumont likes it he uses women and they use him suave handsome brodie beaumont
has a history of using and being used by women a past he doesn t like to talk
about has turned him into the type of guy he is today but he hasn t really
cared until the beautiful and feisty gabrielle demeres comes back into his life
gabrielle learned the hard way what type of guy brodie was the first time she
met him his crude seduction attempt earned him a slap to his face and gabrielle
wasn t exactly looking forward to another encounter with the cad unfortunately
her best friend was marrying brodie s brother and gabrielle and brodie would be
forced to spend time together whether she liked it or not as things in the
small quiet town of turtle lake take a decidedly dark and dangerous turn
gabrielle and brodie only have each other to turn to will they be capable of
over coming their aversion to one another while coping with their own troubled
pasts and dealing with the current dangers surrounding them or is their
hostility just skating the fine line between love and hate beautifully undone
he was broken full of hate and sorrow asher beaumont never asked for much in
life all he wanted was to play his guitar write music and be recognized and
loved by his father unfortunately that last desire was never realized the
bastard died when asher was just a kid then thirteen years later his mother
dies of a brain tumor shattering him even more and leaving him hating everyone
around him except for his two best friends melody stevens and her brother teddy
melody stevens has crushed on her best friend asher beaumont her entire life
but it s always been a secret passion never something she d act upon but when
she tells asher she s prepared and determined to lose her virginity to a guy he
considers to be nothing more than a cad who sleeps with anything that wears a
skirt her best friend offers her a proposition she can t really refuse when
asher stumbles across a letter left by his mother before her death begging him
to seek out his half brothers he and melody begin a journey of discovery their
travels lead them to the two brothers he has spent his life despising because
they had the life he always wanted while on their trip they discover a miracle
they never ever considered buy your copy to start reading this highly emotional
page turner today

Lost in You
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Beaumont Brothers Complete Set
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